
It all started with the crow bickering with other animals, bragging 

hold a Flying competition among everyone. And to keep things fair, a few items were 

And that’s how the “Fly or not” competition started!

 

Whoever picks the token for the correct answer before others, will score points. 
Dexterity is very important in this game, but be careful not to pick the 

wrong token, or you will be penalized by losing points.

How to play?

At the beginning of each round, the top card is revealed and then the dice are rolled. Each card shows an animal and 

Flying or Not Flying) and pick the star-shaped token for that answer (blue            for 
Flying and orange          for Not Flying) before the others.
In each round of the game: 
1. Reveal a card. One of the players reveals the top card of the deck. Each card shows an animal that may be equipped 
with one or two items. Color of the star at the corners of the card show whether it can  (blue           ) or not (orange           ).

2. Roll the dice. One of the players rolls all of the dice.
3. Grab the correct token. All of the players check the revealed card and the icons on the rolled dice simultaneously.
If the result of “card + dice” not            star. 
(You will learn how to determine the correct answer later on)

Each player can only grab one star from the table, and if they pick up a star, they cannot put it back down or change 
it for another star.

Since there are fewer stars than there are players, not everyone can grab a star.

4. Score points. After everyone has either picked a token or decided not to do so, players will earn or lose points as 
follows: 

The player that has picked the big star for the right answer.                         

The player that has picked the small star for the right answer.                  

The player that has picked the big star for the wrong answer.                   

The player that has picked the big star for the wrong answer.       

The Player (or players) that have not pick any stars.                                                

Points

 Points

Points

Points

Points

2

1

-2

-1

0



How it all began?

development of a mobile game called “Fly or not!” which was a casual 
game based on a traditional Iranian game of the same name. By the 
time I concluded that project, I decided to adapt its main idea into a 
tabletop version. After a few not very promising prototypes, the idea 
of a dexterity game that was played with dice came to me, which was 

entertainment.
Time passed, until I submitted the game at Hippodice boardgame 
design contest in 2018. The game being awarded third place in the 
contest motivated me to work on it more seriously. With the help of 

the changes I made to the tabletop version. So I decided to leave the 
illustration to the hands of Negar Motavali whose art style and color-
palette I always admired.
The years-long travel of this game eventually came to an end in the 
summer of 2020 and “Fly or not?” found its way to your homes. I hope 
you enjoy the experience of this game with your beloved ones, just as 
much as I did enjoy its company.

    Amir Salamati

Special thanks: Amir Ardeshiri, Hoda Doroodian, Amir Aien, Kambiz Siroosbakht, Naiem Tadaion, Alireza Lolagar, Negar Motavalli, 
Mahdokht Rezakhani, Shahab Soghri, Eqbal Hozhabr, Alireza Pour Asad, Dominique Ehrhard, Roland Goslar, and other dear friends that 
assisted me in every steps of the design and playtesting of the game.
And a very special thanks to Alexander Wechsler and the Hippodice Team, whose valuable ideas and feedbacks greatly helped me in 
enhancing the game.

Hippodice is one of the best-
known and oldest competitions 
in the boardgame design society 
that is held annually at Germany. 
Many games have found their 
way to the shelves through this 
competition.
Fly or not! was awarded the 
3rd prize among more than 400 
prototypes that were submitted 
in 2019.

 answers, and vice versa)
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Needle cancels both balloons, and chains cancels the wings. Rhino 
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Easy Game: Only put the easy cards in the game, and remove the tools die and one of the item dice from the game. 
Normal Game: 
dice from the game. 
Challenging Game: Use all of the cards and dice.

Game Components & Setup
 

( In 2-3 player games, remove the two small stars.) 
2- Give a score dial to each player. Players should set their starting score to 0.

6  Score Dials

12  Easy Cards

24  Challenging Cards

2 Item Dice

2  Big Stars

2  Small Stars
(Only for 6-4 Players)

1  Tools Die

How to determine the correct answer?

         3 of the items make the animal :                                  3 of the items make the animal fall ( ): 

Fly and 
should compare the number of Fly and  items (on both the card and the dice). Here are some example:

End of the Game
The game ends when one player reaches the determined target score (as indicated in the table on the right) and wins 
the game. If more than one player gets to that score in the same round, those tying players will play another round 
(using only the big stars), and whoever wins that round will be the winner of the game.

 2 - 3 Players               4 - 5 Players                  6 Players

But if the number of Fly and Flying, 
otherwise the answer is Not Flying.

Hot Jetpack Balloons Wings Cold Jetpack Chains Cage

Flying!

 30  Points                   20  Points                  15  Points

Flying!



 Needle; cancels (pops) all of the Balloons (both on the card and the item dice)

 Cutters; cancel (cut) all of the Chains (both on the card and the item dice)

 Key; cancels (opens) all of the Cages (both on the card and the item dice)

 Fire; cancels (burns) all of the Synthetic wings (both on the card and the item dice)

 Switch;

 Reverse; means that you should pick the star for the wrong answer (          for Flying answers, and vice versa)

Remember that unlike other items, jetpack is not removed by the tools die, but is only turned on (Flying

Match cancels the wings. The Cold jetpack remains: 

Switch turns both hot jetpacks to Cold, so there are 2
items vs. 1 Flying item: 

Needle cancels both balloons, and chains cancels the wings. Rhino 

Cutters cancels both Chains. Wings and Balloons remains: Flying!

Key cancels both Cages, and chains cancels the balloons. Owl itself 
 Flying!

3 1 Flying item, but we have to pick the wrong 
answer: Flying!
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